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Established 1928,
"Th! old woman and her
:\ew, Year wishes: We don't
ask for very much. Work and
good health."
-A.Camus
SEASO!';'S

FREE ACCESS TO IDEAS AND FULL FREEDOM

OF EXPRESSION'
l>Pcrmber 14. l!li2

_RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

Volume LXV, Number 11

GREETINGS

SOS From
P.C.'s WDOM

Susan Santos, a soptiomore at Rhode Island College, views exhibition
of photographs by Gordon E. Rowley in The Faculty Center of the
coliege. The exhibition, which is sponsored by the Faculty Center
Committee will continue through December 31.

Art Program

Established

by Faculty

Committee

Art Program established by
Faculty Comm.
The Fa,culty Center Committee at Rhode Island College
an Art
established
has
Program for the center it has
by Dean
been announced
Annette Ducey, chairman of
Center Comthe Faculty
mittee.
of monthly
A schedule
exhibits for the campus facility
has been outlined for the ensuing academic year. Leading
off the series of displays will be
a show of photographs by
Gordon E. Rowley to hang
during the month of December.
Other exhibits planned inFor the month of
clude:
January - Water Color of the
Rhode Island Scene by John

February
Loughlin,
Selections from the Studio/ A
Show, March
Student
from a Summer
Studies
Residence at the McDowell
Colony - RISD Faculty, April
- New World Consideration:
Brasil and Haite Photographs
by Lawrence Sykes, M'ay Open House: An Invitational
Faculty
Art
for
Show
throughout Rhode Island, June
Show: Art
Graduation
on
Graduates
Department
view - special reception for
parents, and July - Off the
Hill Show: for members of the
Providence Water Color Club.

Com/munity
Orchestra to Perform
"Peter & The Wolf"
The Rhode Island College
will
Orchestra
Community
present a concert featuring
Serge Prokofiev's "Peter and
Sunday,
on
Wolf''
the
December 17 at 2: 30 p.m. in
Roberts Auditorium on the
college campus.
Other items on the program
from
be selections
will
Humperdinck's
Englebert
"Hansel & Gretel" and Leroy
"A Christmas
Anderson's
Festival." The spoken text of
the Prokofiev work will be
Viceby RIC
narrated
president for Academic Affairs, Dr. Charles B. Willard.
Mr. George Mack of the RIC
Music Department will conduct.
The concert is free and open
to the public.
only

48

DAYS
since

~
was

17()11ised

College
The Providence
radio station WDOM is experiencing growing pains and
has called upon Rhode Island
College for volunteers to see.it
through this trying period.
Novak,
Thomas
Mr.
program director of WDOM,
has informed The Anchor that,
due to the future lengthening of
their broadcast day, a much
larger staff will be needed. At
present, station WDOM is on
the air from 12 noon to 1 a.m.
Their new hours will be from 9
a.m. to 1 a.m.
Several openings will be
available. accurding to Mr.
Novak, in all departments:
music, sports,
announcing,
news.
WDOM covers news, sports,
music and education. It has
recently changed its format.
a
once
it was
Where
progressive rock station it now
has a lighter sound, due in part
to the playing of the top forty
oldies.
Future plans for the station
will also include more talking
by the D. J. 's, who will be
relating more to their listening
Educational
audience.
programs will be presented
daily 2 p.m. tu 4 p.m.
Mr. Novak can be contacted
at the station, located in the
basement of Joseph Hall, after
11 a.m., or he can be contacted
bv ohone at 865-2460.

.John Sebastian will appear in concert with Bob Martin and Howdy
Moon at Walsh Gymnasium at 8: 00-p.m., Saturday. Sebastian is a part of
modern music history. He was the driving force behind the "Lovin'
Spoonful" and was a major influence on the music of the Sixties.
Tickets for the Sebastian concert are on sale at the RIC Student Union,
Bryant College and all Ladd's Records stores. Tickets are $3.50 wiih RIC
1.D. and $4.50. Although some reserved tickets will be available at the
door, it is advised to buy•tickets Thursday and Friday to be sure of getting a RIC discount.

Parent-Helper

Workshop

A new approach to student/ group as possible. The imwas portance of the family knowing
conferences
teacher
initiated recently at Rhode what the child experiences .in
Island College's Henry Bar- the classroom, especially at
nard School when parents of the pre-kindergarten level, can
pre-kindergarten youngsters in not be stressed enough by those
two classes· at the school came concerned with early childhood
to class instead of the kids. education.
inthan coming
Rather
The teachers who devised
dividually, the parents came
the "parent-helper workshop,"
as a group.
are Mrs. Rose Merenda,
Squeezing their adult-sized
of
P.rofessor
Assistant
frames into tot-sized furniture,
Education, and·Mrs. Joyce C.
the mothers and fathers ( Yes,
Krabach, Instructor, both of
fathers!) worked with a host of the Henry Barnard School
materials usually used by their
faculty. The parents helped
The men were
children.
prepare resource materials,
in such widely
engaged
children's
the
cleaned
disparate activities as building
playthings, arranged displays,
a woodworking equipment bin etc. The aim of the workshop
( from an old cardboard drum
was to induce more parental
and · some tool hangers) to participation on the classwork
tying dainty ribbon into bows of the c 1 .".ldren. It is hoped that
for decorative use in the kids the parents will come to the
daily activities.
class individually when the
opportunity arises and help
The aim of this new twist on out. The group session was
the old idea of parent-teacher
intended to get the parents
a
and encourage
get-togethers is to involve as
together
many of the parents in one sense of group involvement.

Table of
Notice to
Contributors
The last issue of the ANCHOR for the Fall semester
will appear on January 11th, a
Thursday. Material to appear
in that issue should be received
NO LATER than 11: 30 a.m.,
Tuesday, January 2nd.
and campus
Advertisers
and officials
organizations
should take note of this
schedule when planning their
campus publicity.
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OPINIONS
----------------------Salutes Dr. Tegu
as Outstanding
Educator

America Opens Its
Stocking
Christmas

December 25th will provide a few surprises and not a few
long expected items. Here are a few of them:
TO THE PEOPLE OF NORTH VIETNAM: a brief respite
to the 2,000 tons of high explosives they receive free of charge
every day ( the people of Laos, South Vietnam and Cambodia will
receive a similar gift in more or less the same quantity).
TO JOHN CARDINAL KROL OF PHILADELPHIA: a box
of male contraceptives with the tips cut off.
TO PETER BRENNAN, HARD HAT LEADER TURNED
SEC. OF LABOR: Lenny Bruce's "How to Talk Dirty and Influence People."
TOR. D. LAINC: c dozen Thorazine and a Zippo lighter.
TO ROD McKUEN: a word of praise from the New York
Times.

TO GENERALISSIMO FRANCO: credit for authorship of
the Armed Forces Security Questionnaire.
TO MARTIN BORMANN: a gift certificate to a plastic
surgeon.
TO LADISLAS FARAGO: Bormann's surgeon's name.
TO DOUG KENNY, HENRY BEARD AND MICHAEL
GROSS: a subscription to Mad.
TO SOUVANNA PHOUMA: a spot as Times "Man of the
Year."
TO NORMAN MAILER: impotence.
TO ANDY WARHOL: a week's stint on Hollywood Squares."
TO ELLIOT RICHARDSON: the key to the city of Cambridge, Mass.
twenty-two pending
TO RICHARD KLEINDIENST:
summonses for overtime parking.
TO MAD.AME NGU: five minutes in a room with Jackie
Onassis.
TO JACKIE ONASSIS: brass knuckles, pasties and some
saltpeter.
TO DAVID EISENHOWER: a Mr. Potato Head.
TO HENRY KISSINGER: the perception to be able/ to tell
one gook from another.
TO WALTER KEENE: a contract to do an original wideheadlight portrait of a Toyota Corolla.
TO EARL BUTZ: credibility and a pair of Oskgosh jeans
with cow shit on the knees.
TO HUGH HEFNER: the urge to use the men's room near
the first toll booth on the N. H. Turnpike (I will be available at
extension 311, to explain what this one means).
TO GLORIA STEINEM: circulation.
TO WILLIAM MILLER: a place in the World Almanac and
Book of Facts.

TO MAHARAJ JI: a half-gallon of Brigham's Chocolate
Chip, a false bottomed suitcase and a Swiss bank account.
TO RICHARD NIXON: a 1-lb. Schrafft's Gold Chest, a set of
King's Men after shave and cologne, 3 pairs of socks and a box
containing a gruyere cheese assortment.
TO TALCOTT PARSONS: Eric Hoffer as a pen pal.
TO MARSHALL McLUHAN: a set of Encyclopedia Brittanica and a Snoopy.
TO CARL McINTYRE: a peace symbol tietack and a smile
button.
TO WM. F. BUCKLEY, JR: a kilo of good stuff and a note of
thanks.
TO SAMMY DAVIS, JR.: a jar of Dixie Peach and the
Complete works of Floyd McKissick.
TO FLOYD McKISSICK: a copy of "It all started with a
peanut."
TO GEORGE McGOVERN: an icepack, a vacation and a
kind word.
TO THOMAS EAGLETON: an increase in voltage.
To all I wish Season's Greetings! I hope that what you want
and what you deserve coincide.

by the L usophile Society
It is difficult to define a truly
great teacher because there
are too many intangibles involved. It is easier to do a
posteriori: find an outstanding
teacher and use him as a
model. The word ''outstanding" fits Dr. T. Steven
T egu perfectly. And precisely,
for he has been designated,
·college
"Outstand1ng
Educator of America." We
think that this honor is timely
and fitting. We congratulate
him.
The honor that he has
received has come as no
surprise to his students and to
the people who have seen him
in action. A man of many
experiences, who has lived a
rich life, he took up the art of
teaching ten years ago and
artist.
became a master
Because he is a fervent exponent of spoken languages,
they become excitingly alive in
his classes and his enthusiasm
for them becomes contagious
and inescapable. Louis Moniz,
president of the Lusophile
Society of Rhode Island
College expressed it in this
manner: "If the 18-year old
young
law also permitted
people to choose a second
father, Dr. Tegu would have to
buy several buses to take his
new sons and daughters on
picnics on Sunday afternoons."
There are five children in the
T egu family: Janine Marie 20,
Chipi 19, Steven 18, Peter 16
and Alexander 8.
Dr. Tegu came to Rhode
Island College from Spain in
1961 where he was engaged as
Director of Foreign Languages
for the Spanish Armed Forces.
He attended the University of
of
the Institute
Virginia,
Languages and Linguistics,
University,
Georgetown
graduated from the U.S. Army
Russian Language School, has
from
degree
a master's
Middlebury College, received
a degree from the University of
Madrid and a doctorate with
honors from one of the oldest
in the world,
universities
Salamanca, Spain.
Dr. Tegu introduced two new
to the R. I.
languages
curriculum: Portuguese and
Russian. He was the first
professor to teach Portuguese
and
in State universities
colleges and he is very proud of
this fact. He says that a man
can fall in love with a language
and culture other than his own,
just as a man falls in love with
Pora woman. Teaching
tuguese gives the professor
additional pleasure because
this language is not spoken
only in the classroom, but
everywhere in Rhode Island.
On campus, Dr. Tegu will
speak Portuguese with anyone
that he can find. He never
misses an opportunity to speak
any other of the number of
languages that he knows.
Dr. Tegu, almost singlehandedly, produced 33 TV
programs for Channel 6, on a
program called "The Portuguese Around Us." He interviewed outstanding Portuguese Americans and gave
the program a truly ethnic
flavor. Later he became
Executive Director of the

~ers
Seeks

Answer

to "Miss

Dear Editor:
Recently I came across a
very well-endowed girl who
told me she was "Miss Rhode
Island College." a) Could you
please tell me who she is? ( I
believe her name was Sandy).
b) I also want to know if there
is such a thing ·called "Miss
RIC." c) Who voted for her?
d) When was the contest
presented?
I would greatly appreciate
your answering these few
questions for me. For the next
time some weird broad comes
up to me and says "Hi! I'm

RIC"

Puzzle

Miss Rhode Island College! '', I
can either say congratulations
or you're full of shit.
Thank you,
Diane Sompers.
ED:
a) either Sandy Dennis, Sandy
Duncan or Sandy Allessandro.
b) could be.
c) cretins.
d) on a Saturday.
Finally, according to Emily
Post, the proper response to a
beauty queen is, "I'm sorry to
hear that."

program known as "Os Por"Dr.
tugueses" on Channel 36. This Thinks
program is entirely in PorDope" Poor Taste
tuguese in which people from
the community take part. He Dear Editor:
For many years I have been
is also the co-founder of
reading the Anchor and finally
the Cape-Verdean-American
it tells you what is happening
Federation, a member of the
at RIC - Congratulations!
Board of Directors for the
However, I find only the front
International Institute and a
page, the sports and recreation
member of the Board of
pages the news in the paper. I
Directors of the Portuguese
found the column "Ask Dr.
Center of Salve
Cultural
Dope" in the December 7 issue
Regina College.
in very poor taste. I do not
Last Spring, when the
know if this is the work of a
National Geographic Society
was looking for a consultant on sick RIC student or a DOPE,
but it is a waste of paper and
Portuguese Culture with the
ink. In particular, I am
intentions of doing a feature
article on the Portuguese in referring to the Dr. Dope letter
New England, the office of from Afraid in Alabama. Such
CRAP doesn't belong in a
Senator Edward Kennedy in
and should be
newspaper
recommended
Washington,
flushed down the nearest toilet.
Dr. T, Steven Tegu as an
I hope that the Anchor will
expert on Portuguese culture
more intelligence in the
use
the
then,
Since
language.
and
future when selecting its
been
has
professor
material and not just fill space
collaborating with the National
for the sake of filling space.
Geographic Society on the
Jackie Healey, Alumni
article which is due to be
published in the near future.
you
from the Would
The citation
National Geographic Society,
believe: Another
in part, reads as follows: "I
Tegu
soon found that Professor
Miss RIC Letter.
enjoyed a tremendous respect
To the Editor:
and friendship with the PorI am writing this letter in
tuguese. Everywhere we went
to our or your MISS
regard
this man spread warmth and
RHODE ISLAND who attends
goodwill, At a naturalization
Rhode T,;;land College and I
meeting of Portuguese imalso unoerstand that there is a
migrants, I watched him give a
ISL AND
RHODE
MISS
lecture which brought tears of
COLLEGE.
joy into the eyes of peopie
I happened to be at the Mall
learning about . their adopted
in Warwick early this summer
country."
and saw a beautiful group of
The Outstanding College
girls ( I must say).
Educator of America citation
I must admit that Rhode
reads as follows:
Island College is very for"Your selection was based
tunate to have two such lovely
,1nyour accomplishments as a
attending the college.
girls
teacher and a humanitarian. It
hasn't something been
Why
s~emed to the Board that your
printed in the school paper
unique abilities as a teacher
("Anchor") ? Many of us have
and the efforts that you have
anxious to see their
been
made to achieve a better unWe cerPHOTOGRAPHS.
derstanding among the diverse
this
appreciate
would
tainly
nationalities were more than
news.
selecyear's
worthy of this
Thank you,
tion."
MANY READERS
We congratulate you Dr.
P. S. Looking- forward to
Tegu. You have brought honor
something soon, real
upon yourself, your family, the seeing
soon!
L usophile Society, R. I.
College and the state of Rhode
Editors Note: You ~ught to
Parabens,
Island.
look up Diane SompeJ\S.
C ongr a tula tions,
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Mulvaney

No Big Deal
to the extent that it took her Mengel tried to cut him off questi-0n after question at the arms wildly, scooping up tHe
by Maureen Mulvaney
young ma , :who was now air all about him. Alice had
husband a moment to recover
It wasn't an impressive
abruptly. "What do you mean,
nearing the botto 1 of his quietly moved aside and was
house, really. Just one of those from the realistic shock of it 'friends of the firm?' " Harry
old, Victorian houses in need of all. "Well, dear, we haven't
scowled at him now, curiosity cigarette, eyeing it m ... - sobbing gently into her handehJ~f. "Why, I'd of been
seen the actual house yet," he being replaced
repair. Not that the clapboard
wHh an- fully. "Uh - be right back,
frame needed a paint job badly lightly suggested.
noyance. The young man, who folks, Seems I've left my other ashamed to show this shack to
anybody!"
pack in the car."
They proceeded
a little
- it was just that the porch
was probably
in his late
The moment of solitude gave
steps were sagging in an further down the road, which twenties, looked older. He tried
The look on the young man's
exaggerated slump to the left. was rather densely covered in to act very businesslike, but Harry and Alice -only time
shrubry and weed. "Ah, here
Harry was too sharp for him. enough to look at each other in face had by now turned to one
The wild roses had certainly
not been misnamed, as they we are! " Mr. Mengel' s Harry didn't like him much, confused dismay. Alice looked of near boredom, and sincere
extended in a very confused statement turned out to be and although this was true of longingly out the window at the helplessness. He had run out of
Alice as well, he tried to deal surrounding countryside, but lies, and he had also run out of
vine across half the enclosed more of a question than an
with him as best as possible. her expression changed to cigarettes. He faced them, and
He alighted
porch. As it was summer, they exclamation.
Harry attempted once again chagrin as her eyes fell back with as much sincerity as he
, were in their height of beauty, quickly from the Ford, and in
to drain out the real facts upon the exposed pipes and could muster, said, "I'm sorry
and they seemed to add a his excitement, nearly forgot
electric
sockets
to have troubled you folks. You
rather nostalgic splendor to the to help his wife from the concerning the house from the unkempt
young man, until at last, he .dangling from the walls of the know, it's hard to show places
preserved vehicle.
crooked facade. The final rural
"Alice,
I don't like this to people like yourThey walked the rest of the found the clincher, the one "kitchen."
touch was achieved with the
question
which would be know. . " He was cut short selves. l know ... " His voice
mailbox, an antique cylinder distance which stood between
trailed off, because Harry had
on a rusted post near the front them and the structure which unavoidable to answer. "Say, by the young man's return.
By now, Harry had grown taken Alice's arm, and was
loomed on the horizon was a just how long would we have
of the walk.
It belonged, at the present
colossal disappointment.
A · before the new overpass would intolerant and irate - "Look heading back in the direction of
here, Mr. Kendall, my wife and their antique Ford. ( to be
This
time, to an elderly, childless shiny red compact -sped up be comin' through?"
undoubtedly threw thP. young I have been sa vin' up a long continued ... )
couple,
Harry
and Alice toward them along the dirt
END OF PART ONE. Part
Mengel. It was a Thursday
road the only accessible en- Mr. Kendall for he made no time to move to the country,
afternoon, a glorio1.1ssummer
trance to the house. Clouds of attempt to answer his question but we want a home - not a Two will appear in the Jan. 4th
directly. Rather, he nervously junkheap ! '' He waved his issue of the ANCHOR.
showcase of sunlight.
red dust billowed from behind
The elderly Mr. Mengel
searched for another cigarette,
the car, which by now had
1
2
11
12 13
6
7
8
9
stood at the bottom of the long pulled to a lumbering halt only and, upon finding one, lit it
qui~kly and puffed furiously
staircase, and leaned on the inches from them. A young
upon it. "Uh - have you folks
banister top, smoothed by time . man smoking a cigarette
seen the inside yet? We've kept
to the deepest wooden brown. stepped out, slamming the car
it locked - n~ver know ... ·ah;
He ~djusted his grandfather door exuberantly
behind
here's the key." With this
watch, turning the little gold himself.
knob on the top this way and
The first thing that Harry ·temporary success at evading
the real issue at hand, he gave
that, until he was finally said after looking him over
satisfied with· what the face was," "You Mr. Kendall?"
Harry
a guarded
smile,
had to say. He leaned back a "That's right. You must be Mr. revealing more fear than fact.
He led them up the side steps,
bit, and called upstairs to his Mengel. Nice to meet you-uh
wife, "Alice, it's time!" Then - Mrs. Mengel?" Alice nod- intoa bombed-out looking kitchhe quickly shut the watchcase, - dingly approved his guess. He en. "Oh," said Alice upon seeand smiled to himself. Alice swung his hand out to shake ing the wreckage, "I suppose
appeared at the top of the both their hands vigorously. He this could make
a lovely
stairs, huffing slightly. "Here I began to speak in a rapid-fire
Kitchen, with some work .. "
am, Harry, here I am! Oh watt form of delivery. "Well, now, I The young man was beyond
a minute Harry, I'm not ready see that you've been looking at delight at her speculation.
51 52 53
at all! Why, I haven't even got the outside - uh - needs a bit "C er ta inly! Plenty of windows!
my hat or gloves on!" She of work, doesn't it? Actually, Lots of sunshine! You Must
disappeared
back into the w·e had some friends of the think of it in terms of what
58
doorway of their bedroom, firm come on out here just it Will be like, of course .. "
Harry
was
more
of
a
last
week
to
appraise
the
place.
which was barely visible from
61
at heart.
the bottom of the stairs. Mr. Said they feel that there's wheeler-dealer
Mengel was beginning to grow nothing seriously wrong - just "What about plumbing? What
JULIUS
By EDWARD
impatient. A few moments some electrical repairs, and of about drainage? What about
later, Alice came clomping course the roof . . . " Harry closet space?" He thundered
DOWN
ACROSS
~French
State
down the stairs, dangling a
1.Early
Explorer
2, Ceremonial Garment
5. Group of Eight
lacy handkerchief from her
J, Notion
10. American Inventor
gloved hand.
"Now here,
Novel
4. Salinger
14. Ceylon Aborigine
5. Additional Ones
15. Baron
Harry, let's see your suit."
6.
Task
16. Wall Part
Actually,
she didn't want
7, Sailors
17. Help
8, Finish
18. Large Crowd
Harry embarrassing
her in
9, Ab&tinence from Drink
19. French River
public. She said this every time
10, Tennyson Work
20. Educators
11, Flower Container
22. Natural Ability
she wanted to check his
12. East of __
24.
Rabbit
shoulders fc;>r dandruff. She
lJ. Kind
25. Lounge About
21, Movie Cowboy
26. Vacillates
dusted off his shoulders with
23, Beer
29. Abhorred
the hanky, then stepped back
25,
Overalls
33, Watchful
26. Los Angeles District
at him and smiled broadly.
34. Opera Singer
27. Hawaiian Greeting
35. Column Part1 Var.
"There, Harry, you look fine,
28. Corrupt
Nickname
36. Girl's
29. Girl's
Name
just fine!" "Well, for heaven's
37. Path
JO. Hackneyed
38. Dog's Name
sake, Alice, we're going to be
Jl, Senior
39. Comparative Word
J2, House Essentials
late if we don't hurry now! We
40, Vandals
J4. Inebriated
41. Speak
can't keep him waiting!" Oh,
37. Gro•ths of Hushes
42. Place of Employment
41, Dri.:_:,Taker
alright1Iarry, but don't make
44. Theater Employees
4J.
Italian
Pronoun
45. Bumpkin
me too nervous, or I'll forget
44. African Co"untry
46. To One Side
the map, and the directions
46. Separated
47. Move Quickly
47, Photocopy
50. Glistens
and all. Have you gotten the
48, Conservative
Trip
54. Sightseeing
car started up yet?" "Sure do.
49. Cut of Beef
55, __ Frome
50.
Leg Part
57. Small Quantity
Let's go." The couple left for
51. Next to 49-Down
Branch
58. Military
the garage, and as she stepped
52, Active Volcano
59. __
Reich
53. German State
into ·their antiquated Ford,
60. Historic
Ship
56.
Article
61. Style
Alice gave a wistful glance
62. Miss Berger
back at the old house. "Harry,
63. Growl
I hope we're doing the right
thing!" "Well, there's only one
Solution on page six
way to find out!" With this, he
backed out of the garage, and
headed off down the street,
chugging away joyously.
The
scenery
gradually
turneq to a more rural setting,
as they approached a gate,
with a sign now faded beyond
recognition on the outermost
wall. "Looks like the place he
described to us, Alice! " Oh
224 THAYERSTREET
Harry, it doesn't look anything
PROVIDENCE
THIS IS BOB MAYOH'S DOG. He is appearing this week in place of
at all like I expected it to. My
Bob's usual weekly contribution. Bob will be embark;ng on a sojourn ~o
goodness it's so - so deserted." the Soviet Union over the semester break, an event we assume will
She emphasized this last word generate several articles which will appear in the ANCHOR in the future.

dorrwar

-bookstore

Page 4
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Generation

of Peace

,,I

"The parallels between what terrprist
bloodbath.
The
is going on in the Phillipines ,_;-al'fipaign
included
fake
( CPS) The Defense Dept. and what the 'Pegla:girn
leaflets, purportedly written
asked for $1;.smillion f~r each Papers' revealf..d-a'oout early by
the
Communists,
of three 747 Jets so that m_case involve!!}erttTn Vietnam are threatening reprisals against
of nu~le~r war, the president __j.ncr-edible,'' said Sorenson,
Catholics, and the operation of
a~d his airborne commaml ea·n- "We already
have 15,000 a fake "liberation
radio"
dir~ct the war from a safe permanent
troops there."
station. Chau labeled the
altitude. Congress approved According to the DAIL y charge of the Bishop of Danang
the request.
EXPRESS,
a newspaper
cited by Nixon as "ridiculous."
***
owned by President Marcos, a
Further evidence is revealed
number of Phillipine F5 fighter in a recently published study
bombers,
manned
by by Gareth Porter of the Cornell
Phillipine pilots have run University Internat'l Relations
( Earth News)
( Earth News) First Nat'l reconnaissance, bombing and of East Asia Project. SearchCity Bank announced it will napalm runs over the coun- ing for the origin of the
open a branch bank in Saigon. tryside. The missions took off bloodbath story, Porter found
Explaining the move, City from and landed at Clark Air that almost all accounts are
Bank's Vice-President of the Force Base ( a U. S. in- either undocumented or based
on a single book: FROM
Asia-Pacific Division, John stallation).
***
COLONIALISM TO COMGraves, said, "Sure you'll find
MUNISM. This book was
a lot of bullets flying around,
written by Hoang Van Chi, a
but there's a lot of money
Vietnamese who worked for
floating ,around too. And if
you're a bank, you go where
"We will never allow the
the U. S. Information Agency.
Chi was paid to write the book
the money is.''
imposition on the 17 million
by the Congress for Cultural
people of South Vietnam of a
Freedom, a conduit for CIA
***
communist government, with
funds. The book was published
the bloodbath that will follow."
and distributed by the U. S.
-Richard Nixon, July 27, 1972.
Information Agency.
( Earth News) One day's
Porter
found that the
bombing at the current rate
New
Evidence:
Bloodbath
bloodbath
charges
were based
costs $53 million. According to
on "fraudulent
documenSen. J. William Fulbright, with Charges Fabricated
tation." For example, Chi
the money representing the
admitted in a recent interview
cost of the helicopters lost in
in the WASHINGTON POST
just one invasion of Laos ( Asia
Information
about $52 million - we could Group/ AFS) For 4 years, the that his claim of a bloodbath
provide health care for 680,000 threat of a "bloodbath" has aimed at Vietnamese landlords
was based on a single village,
Vietnamese.
been used to prolong the war.
in which ONE PERSON was
***
Again on Oct. 26, Kissinger
supposedly executed. On this
alluded
to
"possible
basis, he "guesses" that 5
massacres''
after
the percent of the people were
VIETNAM?
ANOTHER
ceasefire.
killed :-- a figure which Nixon
The bloodbath charges are translated
into "a minimum of
( CPS) Doug Sorensen, a almost all based on an alleged,.., 500,000people" in his July 27th
civilian attorney providing · bloodbath in North Vietnam speech.
counsel for G. I.' s in the after the Viet Minh came to
power in 1954. Nixon claimed
Phillipines,
was arrested
that, according to the Bishop of
under
Pres.
Marcos'
declaration of martial law in Danang, "half a million died in
October. Upon his release, he slave labor camps in North
discussed some of the im- Vietnam between 1954 and
plications of the unrest in the 1956." In October, a former ,
high official of the Saigon
Phillipines.
''While Marcos is one of the government, Col. Nguyen Van
· wealthiest men in Asia and the Chau, said that the report was
'Hundred Families' live on "100 percent fabricated" by
estates guarded by barbed intelligence services financed
wire, high walls ~nd soldiers by the U.S. government. Chau
carrying
M-16's, the vast was in a position to know, since
majority of the people live in from 1954 to 1962 he was the
extreme poverty.'' Only one head of the "Psychological
out of 40 families have an in- Warfare Section" of the Saigon
come above $1538and 77% live ·Army, an agency that took
on less than $461 per year. direct part in spreading the
American companies own over bloodbath myth.
Chau said that Saigon waged
50% of the businesses, mainly
oil and agricultural products. "total psychological warfare"
The assets of these companies to persuade the Vietnamese
probably exceeds $3 billion. and world opinion of the
A Generation of Peace
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Three gifts they gave the Christ child,
and gifts I wish you three.
To erase all the troubles,
both ours and h\Jmanity's.

And the gifts that I would bring you,
not just you but all mankind,
Are LOVE and PEACE and POWER.
These things I hope we find.

The first is the LOVE that's needed,
to love yourself and when that's done,
to have enough love leftover, .
to share with everyone.

The second gift is POWER.
For would any.man be free,
he first must-have the power,
to guide his own destiny.

"OH MY GOD! NOT AGAIN!

LSU LOST!"

Three men once made a journey,
with only a star to guide.
They came from many far off lands,
to lay gifts at a small child's side.

And last I wish you PEACE,
of both the spirit and the mind.
And peace on earth for al I seasons,
Peece for all man kind.

1

__________________
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MAG IC THEATRE
A Skier's

Poem

Holy Man Passed

author unknown
I think that I shall never see
a weapon deadly as a ski.
A ski which turns into a beast
with horns thrust West while
you charge East.

Holy man on sacred road passed
Clamored for twisted cigarette
Selling souls of wisdom,
T-he world
through clear glass
bottle bottom.
But passing by, I could not yield
to my senses I forsake religion.
Head held high in impious scorn
I would not give the cigarette.
"Cheap bastard."
the sanctimonious chant
and a tinkling liquor mantra.
The holy man passed
lent nothing to the search
but the curse and
human pledge unkept.

A ski which goes it's chosen
way
while all that you can do is
pray.
A ski so tame in summers lair;
of closet underneath the stair;
It intimately
glides
with
snow
and will not halt when you
scream "Whoa!"
Poems are made by hacks like
me;
but only fools will try to ski!

Audacity

How dare I say you're oversexed?

While leaning by the bedroom door,
you ruefully holler, "Next!"

Jeffrey L. Heiser

Once upon an illegal time,
three unfortunate
fellows
found themselves fleeing from
the forces of King Richard's
infamous 5th Army ( SemiConscious Division). Winter
and their travels led them
further and further south,
where they hoped they could
finally elude their pursuers
and Iive happily ever after, or
at least be able to play
"Bringing It All Back Home"
without fear of eviction.
At last they finally came to a
wide river, and King Richard's
infamous 5th Army ( SemiConscious Division) not far
behind. The three looked about
for anything that could float,

The Anchor is here to represent your work and your thoughts.
Any art, cartoons, stories or poems are welcomed. Deposit any
work you have in the Anchor mailbox or bring to the office on the
Third floor of the Student Union.
We would appreciate if the author or artist would leave a
name and a number where they can be reached.

Voyeur
by Finola

Rainy

A Notice 1'o Readers

Send me a letter
when you get there
After the voyage is through
And your ship is grounded
On green foreign soil
Send the Word back to me
To lighten my land made
black

Day Women

since none of them could swim,
and found not even a bar of
soap.
The first of our heroes soon
lapsed into despair,
and
removing a large flask of wine
from his few belongings soon
drank himself into a pitiful blob
of crying contusion, weeping
for fear of falling into the
hands of his enemies.
In spite of having previously
walked through the valley of
death and not fearing any evil,
our
second
protagonist
produced a portion of opium,
and after watching the river
flow and having noticed that
the sky was blue ( thereby
attaining Nirvana), soon fell
into a deep sleep.

Our remain~ng character,
after blessing himself for
having such useful friends,
took out his hashish pipe and
sat down under a tree to
meditate upon his problem, in
hopes of coming up with a
viable means of escape. After a
sufficient period of time, a
broad smile appeared on his
face. He floated to his feet;
gathered his friends and their
belongings and proudly exclaimed to them, "The solution
is quite simple. All I have to do
is raise my hand like this-."
And with said gesture, the
waters parted, revealing a
yellow line which served to
guide them across to the opposite shore and to safety.

Back to Af rika,
I can hear the murmurs
Of a thousand soft voices
And the gleam of
A thousand thousand eyes;
Back to Africa
I can hear the
Dark drums beating
Thick rapid undertone to their hope Back to Afrika,
Which is horrified at the thought,
As a mother to
Grown children who would
Return to the womb
But the drums do not beat for you,
Nor the flag flies;
Names like John·ston,
Whittier, Brown
Stand naked o,n African soil And the bridges of two hundred years
Were burned
In the revolutions.

- - Janet Rothbart
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Alternative

TO BUYING
GIVE
a child
a bag Jf scrap
woodwith a hammer,
saw and nails. Or give
scraps of cloth with some
scissors, a needle and
thread. Or give a
broken clock or
radio with tools
'

',

-

fi~

.-✓

✓

.::J

CREATE
a poem
or a song
or a painting.

14, 19i2

Christmas

·

RENTprints from an art
museumor films from a
1i brary. · Borrow books
or records a friends
would enjoy.

DECE:\IBER

·

( Courtesy of American Friends)

HELPa child to make a
p~mander, pin cushion,
pot holder, stuffed animals, puppets, scrap
books and other gifts.

ADOPT
a pet

OFFERto
paint a room,
take care of
the kids, build
shelves, walk
the dog, wash
windows, s.ewa
dress, wire a
lamp...
What else can
you do for
a friend?

l~~

"Fun Without

CHICAGO - Christmas is
the time of year when
Americans
work overtime
trying to knl themselves with
kindness.
They overeat. They drink
too much. They celebrate far
into the night. They strain
their pocketbooks by overindulging
their desire
for
material
things. And they
booby-trap their homes with c1.ll
sorts of holiday hazards.
Experts
urge
a
1972
Christmas
of "fun without
fear'' through the adoption of
these simple safety measures:
- The head of the family
need not feel he must try to
emulate Santa Claus by adding
to his girth with overstuffings
of food that can damage his
health and shorten his life.
-- The family that drinks
alcoholic beverages together
should stay together - at
home. Drinking and driving do
not mix, and the National
Safety Council joins in warning
that no amount of black coffee
will sober up a drunk - it will
only serve to make him more
wide awake.
- As the Council on Family
Health stresses, if a natural
Christmas
tree is put on
display in the home, it should
be placed in a stand containing
, as much water as possible.
Care should be taken in
festooning the tree with the

( courtesy of the American
Friends)
Please don't buy war toys.
Affirm your desire for peace
by refusing to bring toy
weapons into your home.

* * *
GIFTS THAT DON'T USE
UP THE EARTH. Make your
own decorations. Set aside
time for the whole family to
make holiday decorations and
ornaments:
Colorful wallhangings, pine cone wreaths,
advent calendars, garlands of
flowers or coloted paper, dried
nuts, seeds or seashells. Lids
to tin containers can be made
into ornaments by fringing and
cutting shapes with scissors
and pliers ( use gloves) .
Buy a live tree: the Sierra
Club or a local nursery can
give you advice about using a
live tree for Christmas.
Use homemade Chirstmas
wrappings. Instead of commercial paper: decorate scrap
paper or brown bags, or- try
potato printing on newspapers. ·
Save and decorate shoe boxes,
cookie and coffee cans to put
gifts in; _ pieces of leftover
material could be batiked, tiedyed or embroidered and used
for wrapping gifts.
Give gifts that make no
waste and last all year. Such
as, tickets to concerts and
plays, gifts of lessons in arts,
crafts or music, a gift membership to a museum
bicycles, canvas shopping
bags, straw baskets, cloth
napkins, etc ...

~--~~£~
-':,,"-

~~~~njthe
Society.

u-~

''ti"

REMEMBER
shut-ins,
prisoners,
old people,
and orphans.
Plan songs,
an outing
or regular
visits to
cheer them. .
Continue
your interest
after the
holidays.

..::,;rr''

., "''"'\

HAVE
a communitycelebration:
a pot luck supper, a grab bag.,
songs, a tree-trimming party with
handmadedecorations.

€ti

~✓
Jj

TEACHsomeone to play a

musical instrument, bake a ~
pie, enlarge a photograph.
&
Think of other skills you
~J
might share.
_
:/r:...J'-<"

REVIVE old traditions
that have been neglected.
Some good
sources:
Gaster, Festivals
of the Jewish Year
(Apollo paperback)
Weiser, Handbook of Christian Feasts & Customs
(Deus paperback)

Christmas

GIFTS

Fear"

safest available lights, tinsel
and other decorations. The
tree should be kept a safe
distance from the fireplace,
from drafts and from electric
outlets.
It is much safer - and just
as attractive - to use an artificial tree made of a plastic
that scorches but does not
burn. Even scorching will be
prevented if you forget about
lights. Use gay, nonflammable
decorations instead.
- Although it is traditional
at Christmas to put candles on
window sills, this practice
should be abandoned because
of the danger that drafts might
topple the candles or ignite
curtains.
Children
should be·
required· to keep a safe
distance from anything burning as well as the electric
cords and sockets on trees. If
you light a fire in the fireplace
and decorate your dining table
with festive, flickering candles, be sure that young
children are closely supervised.
There are a few words of
caution for mother, too.
Don't wear anything frilly
when preparing Christmas
dinner. The danger of setting
fire to clothing runs high in the
kitchen.
Keep in mind, too, the
danger of cuts, one of the most

7~
/,:7'
~
...,..._

MAKE YOUR GIFTS. Cook
traditional foods like cookies
and fruitcake or a personal
specialty like organic bread or
apple butter. Sew a simple
pattern, then personalize it
with embroidered initials or an
appliqued design. Sew floor
cushions, pillows, placemats or
a rug to suit the recipient's
taste. Sew soft toys or beanbags or puppets for a child.
Frame a favorite picture.
Illuminate,
illustrate,
embroider or silk screen a
passage or poem, then frame
it. Pour candles in milk cartons, cans, cardboard tubs, egg
shells, jello molds or damp
sand.
String necklaces of seeds,
beans, nuts, shells, Indian
corn, spices or baked clay
beads on Jental floss.
Renew an old possession:
-make new clothes for a wellloved doll, rebind a tattered
book, refinish a scarred chest
or chair.
E R I
T OD
A 13

common household accidents.
You will be safer it you make
sure your carving knife is
razor sharp, for the duller the
knife the more likely it is to slip
and inflict a serious cut.
Have a good supply of
potholders near the stove for
hoisting the holiday bird from
oven to table.
Having survived all the
perils of the hearth and kit-

chen, you now are confronted
with one more danger. Eat a
l~isurely dinner. Enjoy every
bite. Those who gobble their
dinners, particularly
small
children, risk choking on food
particles that lodge in air
passages - a far more comm on accident
than many
realize.
If you follow all - or even
some - of these suggestions
you will, indeed, have a holiday
filled with "fun without fear."

If you need to get
somewhere
during
intersession
Try "Trucking"
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Christmas From the Sponsors
of the Vietnam War

<adapted from the American Friends Service Committee)
Merry Christmas from the Cantrece, nylon, Mylar films, players, light bulbs, florescent
and
flashcubes
sponsors of the Vietnam War Corfam, Lucite, Teflon, Rally lamps,
Magicubes. IBM ( computers
car wax, Dupont paints.
( adapted from the American
for infiltration surveillance
EASTMAN KODAK ( Fuses
Friends Services Committee)
Center, Main computer for
surfor high explosives,
As you buy the fixings for the veillance film) Kodak camera
Electronic Battlefield Interholidays, you will undoubtedly and films, photo equipment,
in . Laos,
diction System
be involved with shopping by Kodak
weapons delivery computers
fibers,
polyester
comparison. Many people shop Eastman vitamins.
for gunships, "College Eye"
by comparison using such
FORD MOTOR COMPANY computer programming for
criteria as price, quality, place ( prime contractor
for In- airborne weapons command
of origin and other variables. tegrated
IBM
Com- and control posts)
Wideban
Consider, if you will, the munications
in typewriters, computers and
System
following list of companies. Thailand, fuel air explosive copiers.
What they make for modern weapon, equipment for the
IND UST RIES
LITT ON
living as compared with what electronic
( navigation systems for F-4
school
warfare
they make for death ( in training
fighter bombers, computer for
laser
course,
parentheses).
Ta cf ire detection system,
designator system for Air
COMPANY Force Pave-Knife Program ALUMINUM
for
equipment
elecfronic
AMERICA (aluminum night vision system for F-4 Tactical Air Control system)
OF
powder for guided bombs, bombers)
Monroe
Royal typewriters,
Ford, Lincoln,
Rockeye guided bombs) Alcoa Mercury, Philco-Ford TV, calculators,
Van Nostrandwrap, Wear-ever pens, poptop refrigerators, stereo systems,
Reinhold textbooks, Stouffer
cans and easy-open containers, Autolite sparkplugs and bat- restaurants, inns and frozen
Arnold Palmer golf cl 11bs.
foods.
teries.
MfiCHINE
AMERICAN
( Acoustic
MAGNAVOX
MOTORS
GENERAL
AND FOUNDRY ( Snakeeye ( Pemid sensor, M-16 rifle, M- Buoy sensors,
electronic
anti-personnel guided bombs, 109howitzers, night vision fire countermeasures
for F-14
Paveway laser-guided bombs) control system) Chevrolet,
fighters, tranceiver for Army
Voit sporting goods, AMF Pontiac, Buick, . Oldsmobile, tactical use.) Radios, stereos,
bowling equipment, Harley- Cadillac, Opel, Fisher Body, Selmer, Bach, Bundy, Signet,
Davidson motorcycles, Ben Frigidaire appliances, Delco Buescher and Lasher musical
Hogan golf equipment, Aqua- automotive products.
instruments.
pure water filters.
MOTOROLA (Fuses for
GENERAL TELEPHONE
BULOVA (Fuses for bombs AND ELECTRONICS (Army bombs, anti-personnel bombs,
and projectiles) Bulova, Ac- electronic warfare research,
Drone control set for Navy
cutron and Caravelle watches. cransceivers for Army air- reconnaissance
drones, air( operation and craft, modes for tactical
DUPONT
borne infrared terrain mapby Steve C hianesi
Army satellite
of
maintenance
ping and surveillance system)
communications}
Dr. Leo Miller, · of our
Dacron, Sylvania tv's, radios, record Motorola TV, radios, stereos, Department has been given the
munitions plants)
car radios and tape players. honor of actively participating
OR tlRt,101!Ve .;TusT
ARE
WHAT
in the Gerontological Society's
CHE:MICAL
A
0EV£LoPE..i:'
l<ffPtNG.
You
Third Workshop on Social
it-iAT wu.L DISSOLVE
1-r- IN?
Work Education and Aging. He
ANIITf-llN6 ,!
has been asked to take the role
of recorder for the sessions.
This week, A Bao A Qu The dates for this conference
coffeehouse presents Colette, are Dec. 14 - 17, 1972 at the
Friday, Dec. 15, from 7: 00 - Caribe Hotel in San Juan,
1: 00. We will be open after Puerto Rico. The purpose of
John Sebastian, Dec. 16, for this workshop has the specific
food and thought. On Sunday, obj~ctive of helping to develop
Dec. 17, Gil Hagr will play.
curriculum content in aging on
Attention art students and the College Level. He has told
faculty ! ! ! ! A Bao A Qu me that during the past two
coffeehouse is trying to open summers
had
we have
itself up for exhibits. If at any workshops at our college on
time any person would like to Aging and we are now conset up either one-man shows or sidering adding this course in
collections, he is welcome. We Social Gerontology.
would also appreciate any
We had a very productive
people who could either donate Departmental
Meeting,
or loan any work to the cof- November 30. The purpose was
feehouse to help in decoration. a Curriculum Evaluation with
It could be given on a per- specific attention to the 200
manent basis or given as a loan level courses. Philosophy,_
for a designated period of timt. objectives, and goals and how
Please, if interested visit us at the 200 level courses should
the bottom of the student union generally fit into the 300 level
any day until 5: 00.
courses was discussed.
Grocery·
Below is a partial listing of SAL ES
Dec. 13, we had our first in a
new jobs which have been Providence - Nights, some Parisian
series . of Coloquia. It was
listed with the Student Em- weekends - $1.85 PER HOUR.
presented by Mr. Paul Creelan
Rotten Eggs
ployment Office in' the past SHORT ORDER COOK ( Instructor of Sociology), a
week. For further information Downtown Providence - 4
( Earth News) The residents Ph. D. Candidate
at the
about these jobs, as well ag, p.m. to 8 p.m. -3 to 6 nights of some of America's more University of Chicago. His
many others, go to the Student $2.00 PER HOUR.
polluted cities may find some topic: "Religious Symbols and
Employment Office, Roberts SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS consolation in knowing that the
ExPsychological
· 7: 30 to 9: 30 a.m'. and 2 p.m. to 4 major Europeon cities are just periment.''
Room 314.
p.m. - MUST BE 18.
as bad off, if not worse. AcANSWER TELEPHONE The Departmental Meeting
Ap- cording to an official French
JOBS:
SUMMER
Providence - Monday through
of December 6th was used to
Publication,
plications for summer civil Information
Friday - 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
semester's
next
adjust
service jobs are available in Parisians are subjected to schedule. We also talked about
Saturday 8: 30 to 12 noon
Employment
the Student
170,000tons of ·sulphurous gas, Colloquia for Senior Seminar.
$2.00 PER HOUR.
Office. Early application is 135,000tons of greasy dust, and Collective
SALES - Warwick Mall
Behavior
important. Jobs in this area 4 1/2 pounds of garbage per ( Sociology) has been passed
Monday through Saturday
P~ch <lav.
will be scarce next summer. resident$1.85 PER HOUR.
by the College Curriculum
What's th'
M well as I can
6A~f Aren't £:JOU

Sociology

Coffeehouse
Seeks Exhibits

Joh Openings

th' same nut I
caught LAST
~ear... at just
abouttn'
'?!
same ti111e

charge,
Gort~

Cigure, C>Wicer,
he's a clironic
SOCK FREAKT

"'

Actions
Committee. Salute! People
are working on a revision of the
student evaluation instrument
( Adler and Ford) , and Sarah
C urwood in conjunction with
and Pat
Richard Barrett
Meehan ( voting student Reps)
are working on faculty administration procedures. Mary
Ford ( Advising Comm.) is
trying to set up a meeting in
January for advising majors
considering graduate school.
FOLLOWING IS A LIST
UPCOMING
.
OF
COLLOQUIA:
Wednesday, January 10, 1973

Mr. Gerry White: student.
"Research and Morality"
Wednesday,

February

14,

W. Friedrichs:
Author of Sorokin Award
Winning Book: A Sociology Of
Sociology. Dr. Friedrichs is a
of Sociology at
Professor
Williams College in Western
Massachusetts.
1973 Robert

Wednes'day, March 14, 1973

Dr. Eunice Shatz, Associate
Professor of Sociology and
"The
Work
Social
of Socially
L egitimazation
Structured Inequality"
, Wednesday,

April 11, 1973

sociology
'Tracy
Paul
graduate, RIC; M.A. candidate, URI "Marx's Theory of
Alienated Labor"
sociology
Ganim,
Nora
graduate, RIC' M.A. candidate
URI "Career of the Concept;
Alienation."
Thursday and Friday, May
11, 1973 Reserved for
guest speaker: TO BE ANNOUNCED.
10 and

Sociology
School
High
We wish to
Visitation:
welcome the students from
Bristol High School who are
visiting our campus today.
They are taking a course with
Mr. Jeffrey Faria, a teacher of
sociology at Bristol High
School.
There will be.a Curriculum
Committee meeting December
19, Tuesday 1 p.m.
MERRY CHRISTMAS

-
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Around the Town
by James W. Dawson

FILMS

BRYANT
Sun. Dec. 17
Baby The Rain Must Fall-Aud.

-7: 30p.m.

PC
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 15-16
Take The Money And Run - Albertus Magnus Aud. - 7: 30 &
9:30 p.m.
Sun. Dec. 17
Ashes and Diamonds-Albertus Magnus Aud. - 7: 45 p.m.
Tues. Dec. 19
Targets - Albertus Magnus Aud. - 8: 00 p.m.
RIC
Sun. Dec. 17
The Sundowners - Gaige Aud. - 8: 00 p.m.
RWC
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 15-16
In Cold Blood-Theatre 1-8: 00 p.m.
Sun. & Mon. Dec. 17-18
The Lost Man-Theatre 1-8: 00p.m.
Wed. Dec. 20
Jules and Jim-Theatre
1-8: 00p.m.

FILM

ADMISSION

PRICES

Bob Martin will appear in concert with John Sebastian this Saturday night at 8: 00 p.m. at Walsh
Gymnasium. Ma.-tin will be making his first campus appearance. He has been described by the BOSTON
GLOBE as a rising young folk star.
Appearing with Bob Martin will be a backup band comprised of bass and rhythm guitarists and a
drummer. Martin's bass player was formerly with "Benefit Street." Martin's first album, "Midwest Farm
Disaster," was recorded on the RCA Victor label.
'
Tickets for tlte concert are on sale at the RIC Student Union, Ladd's Records locations and Bryant
College. Tickets are $3.50 with a RICK I.D. and $4.50. A limited number of tickets will be available at the door,
but, to insure getting a student discount, it is advised to buy tickets Thursday and Friday.

Choir to Present
Christmas
Concert
The Rhode Island College
Choir
will
present
its
Christmas Concert on Monday, December 18 at 8: 15 p.m.
in
The
Roberts
Hall
Auditorium
on campus.
Richard Steen, Instructor in
the Music Department will
direct the Choir.
The program of Sacred
Music includes the Bach motet,
Jesus Priceless Treasure, and
works of Schutz, Morley, Byrd,
Randall
Thompson,
Jean
Berger, Benjamin Britten and
traditional Christmas Carols.
Admission is free.

BRYANT - Free.
PC -Tues. Series: 50¢; Fri. and Sat. Series: $ 1.00; Sun. Series:
50¢
RIC -Fri. Series: 25¢ w/ID, 50¢ w/o: Sun. Series: 50¢ w/ID, 75¢
w/o.
RWC - 50¢ w/ID, 75¢ w/o.

Pianist Minoru
Nojima in Concert
Tonight

The Rhode Island College
Fine Arts Series will present a
concert by Minoru Nojima, a
noted
pianst, tonight at 8:15
PRODUCTIONS
p.m. in the Roberts Hall
Theatre.
Nojima, a young Japanese
RIC
virtuoso, was a prize winner in
Sun. Dec. 17
Peter and the Wolf-RIC Community Orchestra-Roberts
Aud. the Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition in 1969.
- 2: 30 p.m. - Admission Free.
The New York Times deemed
him "a pianist of major
significance." in 1966 he was
CONCERTS
awarded a special scholarship
by the Soviet Union to study in
Moscow for two years under
RIC
Lev Oberin. In Japan, Mr.
Thurs. Dec. 14
Minoru Nojima - Roberts Theatre - 8: 15 p.m. - Admission Nojima has appeared as soloist
Free w/ID, $2.00 for Faculty and Staff, $3.00 General Admission. with the NHK Symphony
Sat. Dec. 16.
Orchestra,
the
Tokyo
John Sebastian, also Howdy Moon and Bob Martin - Walsh Gym Philharmonic Orchestra, the
- 8: 00 p.m. - $3.50 w/lD, $4.50 w/o.
Tokyo Symphony Orchestra,
and the Japan Philharmonic
Orchestra.
RIJC
In his Rhode Island College
Fri. Dec. 15
.
Rare Earth, also the Fabulous Rhinestones - RIJC Field House appearance he will play: Five
( Warwick Campus) - 8: 00 p.m . ..:_$4.00 advance tickets, $.5.00 Sonatas
by
Domenico
Scarlatti, Variations on a
at the door.
Theme of Paganini, Opus 35 by
Johannes Brahms, Images
PALACE THEATRE
( Book 1) , Reflets dans l' ea u,
Sun. Dec. 31 (New Year's Eve)
. Hommage a Rameau and
Florescent Leech and Eddie, Flash and one other group - 10
Mouvement
by
Claude
p.m. - 2 a.m. -$3.50, $4.50,$5.50and.$6.00.
Debussy, and Sonata No. 7 in B
flat major, Opus 83, Allegro
CIVIC CENTER
inquieto, Andante caloroso,
and Precipitato
Wed. Dec. 22
by Serge
Grand Funk Railroad
Prokofiev.

Richard

Steen Directing

RIC Choir

Dec. 14to Dec. 21 ONLY

8-TrackStereoTapes
$1.49 with this coupon
l,.AT EST HITS*** GUA:~ANT EEO

--------------------------"ROBIN" Car 8-T'rack Stereo
-

REG. $59.95

automatic channel switching
4 program indicator lamp
slide balance control mounting
brackets & wiring harness
our
wholesale
price

$2&.00

ManvilleWholesale
19Winter St.
Manville, R.I.

( off Rte. 146North}

767-3615
See Directions on Bulletin
Board in Student Union.

Mon .. Fri. 4. 10 p.m.

Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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- An El izahethan

Gallery
by Dennis Picard

The recent RIC Theatre
presentation
of
"An
Elizabethan Gallery" was an
excellent exercise into the
dynamics
of
successful
reader's theatre, as well as a
brilliant catalogue of the likes
and times of an oft-forgotten
era. Elizabeth's England with all its charm, austerity,
social and personal
consciousness - was vividly
brought to life in an evening of
reading performances. When
the core of oral interpretation
was struck, the rapport between reader and audience was
of near-total response and
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It immersion. Yet, even when a
is free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin number of segments failed to
board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are ignite similar feelings, they
you a driver or rider? 2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are were,
at the least,
enyou going? 4) Are you willing to share expenses? 5) Who are you and tertaining.
where can you be reache,~? Notices will be run for two weeks only unless
The "fourth wall" of theatre
renewed. Again, the se::-vice is free and will allow you to reach a large between
performer
and
audience.and is not limited to commuting back and forth from RIC. The
audience
(
which
is
too
often
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
used to hide behind) was
participants and not with the Anchor.
discarded, and the audience
was called upon to perform
also. As mentioned in the
director's
notes
in the
program, the audience "must
give of themselves," for it is in
the realm of the audience that
true reader's theatre occurs.
Leaving RIC from Brown U. The company of eight fine
Leaving Centredale area for
-East
Side area, Mon., Tues., speakers
more
than
RIC will discuss morning
Wed. and Thurs., after 5: 30 adequately
fulfilled
their
times. Maximµm of three
people. Call Karen at 234-5680 p.m. classes. Willing to share duties, imparting to us the
expenses. Call Barry Schiller ~omplimentary duties of enor c~mtact thru Chaplains'
at ext. 464.
visioning and experiencing the
Office.
Elizabethan aura.
Leaving RIC for the East
The
opening
Collage,
Leaving RIC for CumSide after 6: 30 p.m. classes on berland, Wed., at 6: 30 p.m. ranging from Shakespearean
Mon., Tues., and Wed. Call Willing to share expenses. Call snippets to chronicles of the
Will at 331-0008or ext. 471.
times, provided a fine inAllen at 762-2327.
troduction to the period. In a
brief and varied manner,. the
Leaving RIC for upstate
N.Y. by Rte. 84 in Conn. or as company told us of the
DFS
far into Conn. as possible. Dec. England of the late 1500's.
18 or 19. Call Diane, Thorpe A. Whether through Platter's
"Travels
in
England,"
* * * *
Presents
Leaving RIC for NYC Dec. Shakespeare's "Henry V," or
18th or 19th. Contact Janet 831- the bawdy "My Thing is My
Own,'' the vigor of an England
6600, exts. 366, 311, or 471.
"The
reborn were visible.
The second area telescoped
Sundowners"
by the company, however, was
not so successful in recreating
CLASSIFIEDS
any semblance of city or
country life. Save for two
THE SUNDOWNERS, the
segments, the remaining nine
fifth film in the Sunday
schedule of the Distinguished Refrigerator Portable Electric for were mediocre. A portion of
Films Series, will be shown on campus or apt. like new. 331-4544. "Much Ado About Nothing"
was miscast, and too stylized
Sunday, December 17, at 8 $55.
in the movements of the two
p.m. in Gaige Auditorium. DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
&
guards. Later, one did not feel
Admission is 50¢.
WEDDING
RINGS. 3,000 ring
selections in all styles at 50% as if you were iri the presence
Directed
by Fred Zin- discount to students, staff, and of a devote Puritan upon the
nemann,
THE
SUN- faculty. Buy direct for leading recitation of a "Puritan's View
The
manufacturer and SAVE! 1/2 of Child and Parent."
DOWNERS stars
Robert
Mitchum. Peter Ustinov, and carat $179, 3/4 carat only $299. For piece was spoken in too
Deborah Kerr, who won the free color folder write: Box 42, didactic a tone, when its true
Fanwood, N. J. 07023.
source was the Puritan heart.
New York Film Critics' Award
as Best Actress of 1960for her Apt. available for 2nd semester. One may forget that the strict
superb performance in this Large and furnished. Call 274-8525 Puritan pedagogy was of the
spirit firstly, and strenghtened
film. When it was released in after 5 p.m.
s·econdly by the mind.
December, 1960, THE SUNHowever, the cutting from
DOWNERS - which depicts
"The Merry Wives of Windthe nomadic lives of poor sheep
sor" was acutely staged, with
drovers in Australia in the
all wit and retort intact. Here,
1920s- received the following
we no longer sat in Robert's
rave notice from Newsweek
Little Theatre, but stood in the
Magazine: "It has been a long
street,
with the company,
time since moviegoers have
witnessing the verbal conbeen served as rich a slice of
troversy. This segment of the
the human comedy . . . THE
program
ended with one of the
SUNDOWNERS,
like
its
most touching and thoughtful
characters, refuses to settle
solos,
Greene's
· "The
down and be classified: (it is)
Shepherd's Wife's Song." It
funny, moving, beautiful,
was finely etched in our minds,
exciting, and always intensely
using the artistic strokes of the
real.''
emotions of love, devotion and
complacency
on the part of the
Comic Highlights of T li~
reader.
SUNDOWNERS include an allElizabethan court life was
day shearing contest and a
next displayed through a series
coin-flipping contest.

TRUCKING

Drivers

Riders

of readings, many attributed
directly to Elizabeth. Passages
devoted to her letters, poems
and speeches reincarnated
Elizabeth for the evening.
Although each selection was
done by a different reader, it
was Elizabeth whom we saw,
and felt the presence of.
The court jester scene from
"As You Like It"
was
amusing, not as a comic piece,
but as an example of court wit
and
entertainment.
The
highlight of the evening was
the cutting from the same play,
in which the entire cast participated. The overall effect
was one which you would only
expect in a full dramatic
cqncept. These ladies and
gentlemen of the thespian
court were fine in their entering, exiting and cavorting
about.
Dramatic personages were
then carefully scrutinized in a
segment enlightening us to the
most renown of Elizabethan
literary
characters.
The
scenes from "Macbeth" and
"The Merchant of Venice"
were consistent with the higher
calibre
of the evening.
However, the image of Falstaff
failed to materialize beyond
the moments of his lumbering
down the stairs, and the male
dimension of the star-crossed
lovers showed little emotional
motivation.
It
was
in
Marlowe's "Doctor Faustus"
that we were carried to the
apex of stunning reader's
theatre precision. The final
horrendous
cry
of
"Mephistopheles! " was still
lingering even after its echo
had died and the good-night
segment had started.
The words of Puck most
appropriately closed off the
evening of
gallant
and
imaginative readings.

silk thread, she continually
wove through the tapestry of
the evening, as narrator and
commentator. The fire and
womanly renunciation was all
too real and visible in Sharyn
DiBiasio's portraiture of Lady
MacBeth.
As for the men of the
evening, the same superlatives
ring true. I would have enjoyed
an entire
"Merchant
of
Venice" built around Ed
Cunningham's superb Shylock.
The memoirs of Sir Robert
Carey were very moving as
spoken by David Baccari.
Keith Tabela's jester had the
subtle T abela trademarks;
however these disappeared in
his ominous and overpowering
Mephistopheles. Faustus, as
portrayed by Bob
Lind,
sparked the best creative
experience of the evening. His
characterization of Faustus
was fascinating.
The
musical
interludes
provided by Kirk Feather
blemded in nicely, and the two
dance numbers lent an air of
authenticity.
Miss Matheson's costumes
were outstanding. The md&.t
versatility
and style were·
displayed in the long "As You
Like It" cutting. The simple
set, designed by John Gavis
simulated
an Elizabethan
theatre and was used conservatively and appropriately
to its lines. Mr. Custer's
lighting was well aimed and
adjusted for such a confined
area. But, an
annoying
blackout area, center stage,
persisted. When the mood
called for dimming, or only
slight illumination, there was a
lapse as performers crossed
through this area. In the
Marlowe segment,
Doctor
Faustus disappeared twice,
and similarly Lady MacBeth
was at one time swallowed by
the darkness. With such emphasis on concentration and
audience participation, lapses
as these are detrimental to the
overall effect.

I have not yet signaled out
any individual readers, for I
feel that first, each piece
should be judged on its own,
yet all eight cast members had
their own individual moments
of
excellence.
Emily
Niewodowski's Juliet
Director Elaine Perry must
was
touching, and the child-like be congratulated for her atquality of her voice was used tractive and varied selection of
appealingly so. Diane Warren material. All aspects of the
commanded the stage during Elizabethan
lifestyle were
the "As You Like·Jt" segment; touched upon, and it is in her
her timing and physical
favor th"t she has fulfilled
-maneuvers were precious and many of the needs of an inhelped create a most delightful terested audience. The perRosalinde. Denise Lambert formers were all splendid,
displayed heartfelt love and each one exhibiting
the
peace in her rendition of the directorial effect of a master's
shepherd's song. Like a fine touch.

EXPOSUREJ

A CONCERT

OF
NEW

DANCES

presented

by

URI
Dance Company

Box Office
Dec. 14-20,
1. 4 p.m.
Tel. 792-S843

8p.m.
December 20-22
Main Stage
Fine Arts Center
Kingston, R. I.

Tickets s 1.00
Adults and
non-students
special group rates.
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Gallery
Ihis

week by John Owens

About· Gallery
Gallery is being established
as an irregular feature to serve
as an exposition for quality
photography by members of
the campus community.
We welcome photographers'
portfolios for consideration for
the Gallery page.
Submissions
should be
submitted to the Features
Editor at least one week before
the
proposed
date
of
publication.
Artists are advised to make
copies of their work as any
material used becomes the
property of the Anchor. Every
effort will be made to return
any unused material if a return
address is provided.
Inquiries should be addressed to the Features Editor,
the Anchor, on the third floor of ,
the Student Union, or telephone
extension 311.

To Ghaist

& 6B
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RIC Skiers

are Dreaming

It's apparent from ski enthusiasts here at R.I.C. that
Rhode Island College THINKS
SNOW and SKIING. Membership in the Ski Club seems
to be like a giant snowball that
keeps getting bigger and
bigger as it rolls along.
Speaking of snowball, well the
ski programs are about to get
rolling and collect some snow.
The Ski Club members are
expecting a great year as they
start their first snowball
rolling at Mount Snow! Note:
You may still join the Ski Club
at our meetings or by seeing
Mr. Taylor.
On Tuesday, December 12,
the Ski Club held a record third
meeting. Approximately fifty
members attended. First of all
a talk and film ferture was
presented by Mr. Alan Hurd,
manager at Alpine Ski Shop.
He spoke of skiing zquipment
and buying ski equipment.
Then he showed some films on
different skiis and a film on
how skiis were made. A
question and answer period
followed.
.

Two Losses

by Bud Goodwin

Loss

On Thursday
night, the
Anchormen suffered
their
second loss in three games.
RIC led throughout most of the
game, but succumbed to a
determined New Haven five in
the final minutes.
Rhode Island led by ten
points in the first half before
the lead was quickly erased by
New Haven.
Stan McLachlan, a freshman
from New Haven, did most of
the damage. He scored 21
points and scored on four foul
shots in the final minutes.
However, his performance did
not match the performance of
our own center, Don Suggs. He
had a fantastic game scoring
twenty points and grabbing a
phenomenal
twenty-seven
rebounds. Don has been having
a fine season so far, leading the
team in scoring and rebounds.
Frank McGoff started the
game and turned in a fine
performance. Toward the end
of the game it looked as though
Frank
was going to be
responsible for a RIC victory.

Win

department
hauling in 13.
Reuben Alford, the tough
sophomore forward from New
York, had twelve points and
nine rebounds. The final score
was Eastern 83, RIC 74.
Eastern

Conn.

G

Reed .........
10
Chartier . . . . . . . 11
Coleman ........
o
Midgette . . . . . . . . 2
Jabs ...........
O
Barry ..........
1
Williams ........
5
LeVecchia .......
2
Richardson . . . . . . 0
Totals . . . . . . .. 31

F

P

3
2
2
3
1
4

23
24
2
7
1
6
O 10
5
9
1
1
21 83

RIC

G

Hines . . .
Suggs . . .
Mendes . .
Hart . . . .
Moniz . . .
Jacobson . .
McGoff . . .
Gibson .........
Totals .......

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

7
9
1
2
1
1
1
3
30

p
15
19
O
2
5
9
2
4
o 2
1
3
2
8
14 74
~

1
1

to New Haven
He scored on a layup putting
RIC behind by only two. He
then stole the ball and fed
Elbert Hines with a long pass
that knotted the score at 61.
MacL achlan then went to
work and put the game away
for New Haven.
New Haven

G F

p

9
2
4
1
3
0
2
21

21

MacLachlan .....
6
Foglio .........
4
Kinhchon .......
3
Simonelli . . . . . . 5
Rudomski ......
5
Gilman ........
1
Mankowski . . . . . O
Totals ......
24

II

ATION
Want to Hike?

Christmas

Now down to business! Plans
were finalized for the trip to
Mount Snow, to be held Friday,
Dec. 15. Also plans were
revealed for the weekly trip to
be held January 28 through
February 2 at Squaw Mountain
in Maine. Reports from up
north guarantee
excellent
skiing, so interested people
should sign up as soon as
possible at Whipple Gym. Only
40 people can go on the trip.
Members
have
first
preference, but as of Wednesday,
December
15 ANYONE may sign up with the
required $10 deposit. ( It might
be wise to get your John L's out
since we are also guaranteed
cold weather.)
Mr. Taylor also wishes to
announce that anyor1e still
interested in the Learn-to-Ski
Program on Wednesday night
can still sign-up. There are
only a few openings so students
are urged to sign-up as soon as
possible. The Learn-to-Ski
Program begins Wednesday,
January 3. This year it will be
conducted at Ski Valley. Bus

and One Important

On Tuesday night December
5, the Anchormen went down to
defeat at the hands of Eastern
Connecticut.
The game was marred by
numerous personal fouls and
officials
that blew more
whistles than a dozen traffic
cops.
Overall
the game was
sloppy, the passes poor and the
shots off range. Eastern
Connecticut built up a ten point
lead, which the Anchormen
were unable to overcome.
However, with a little over
five minutes to go they came to
within seven when the score
was Eastern 70, RIC 63.
Some fine performances
were turned in however. Don
Suggs had another fine overall
game. He led the scoring with
nine field goals and one foul
shot for 19 points. Elbert Hines,
although not shooting up to
par, threw in 15. Suggs also led
the way in th~ rebounding

Dec. 7, Close

of a White

Page
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transportation
will
be
provided, see Mr. Taylor.
Plans were also made for the
second day trip to Haystack
Mountain,
Vermont,
on
Friday, January 12. Watch for
notices on this trip.
Ski Club members should
notice that the ski club officers
have put up a bulletin board
display at the entrance to
Donovan. From now on this
bulletin board will be the SKI
CLUB'S OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION
with
its
MEMBERS.
Brochures
depicting where the Ski Club
will be going, and when are
shown. ALL TRIPS and SKI
CLUB NOTICES will be
posted on our bulletin board
and in Whipple Gym, these will
be the ONLY places they will
be posted. Anyone interested in
any programs can also see Mr.
Taylor in Whipple Gym or call
him ( ext. 350).
THE SKI CLUB WOULD
LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE
A VERY WHITE
AND
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
TILL NEXT YEAR-THINK
SNOW!

The Rhode Island College Recreation Department is trying to
develop a hiking program for interested people on Sunday afternoons in nearby Connecticut and Rhode Island trails. Below
are two dates to hike on; if you wish to go or have any interest in a
program of this type, return the form below to the Recreation
Office in Whipple Gymnasium one week before the event.
Mt. Tom Trail, near Exeter Rhode Island. Date: Sunday,
December 17. Leave Whipple Gym at 11 a.m., Return at 4 p.m.
Hike Distance 8-10 miles.
2. Natchaug Trail, Goodwin, Connecticut. 1 hour driving time
from Providence. U.S. Route #6 to Hampton, Connecticut.
Date: January 7th, Sunday. Hike Distance: 8-10 miles, or
about 4-4 1/2 hours of hiking.
_
Name _____________
Phone # ____
1.

Address ____________________

Intramural
The co-ed volleyball league
played it's second week this
past Tuesday and Wednesday.
On Tuesday Smack Water
Jack won over Rubovitz's
Rebels but lost in a second
match to the Bullets. Tippa
Elbow also won on forfeit over
Rubovitz's Rebels. In other
action the Squirrels defeated
the Lillies of the Field. In the
games on Wednesday Buz-

Big Win Over Boston
After two sub-par
performances earlier in the week
the Anchormen from Rhode
Island College bounced back
and defeated the Warriors
from Boston State. The game
marked the first time this year
that Rhode Island has put
together
a quality
performance. Each man contributed to the victory over the
old rival Boston State at the
losers' court.
Elbert Hines had by far his
best game of the year he
pumped in 29 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds as well.
He followed his shots and
damaged
the
Warriors
throughout the contest. Don
Suggs once again had a good
night, scoring 23 points. He was
in foul trouble most of the night
but still managed to score 23.
When Don was in foul trouble
he was replaced by co-captain
Tom Jacobson.
Jake was
extremely aggressive off the
boards and shot 100 per cent
from the field, canning all the
shots he put up. Reuben Alrod,
although not a prolific scorer,
led the rebounders with 15.
The floor leaders Butch
Mendes and Ed Hart shared 23
points, Mendes getting 12 and

News
zards Bay won two matches.
The first victory was over the
Airborne Rangers and the
second was over the ZX
Tigers. The Stoppers also had
two victories. The first was
over the Faculty and the
second over the Rubies. Action
will continue this Tuesday and
Wednesday during the free
periods at Whipple Gym.

Fishing

State

Hart 11. John Moniz and Larry
Gibson contributed important
baskets during the game. All of
this out did a 36 point performance by Boston's Steve
Gaspar.
Congratulations
to the
Anchormen and Coach Baird
for playing well when the going
got rough. This, we feel, is the
character of fine ball club.
RIC

G F P
Hines
Suggs
Alford
Mendes
Hart
Moniz
Jacobson
Gibson

_

12 5 29
9 23 29
3 2

8

6 0 12
4 3 11
1 0 2

News
Salt water fishing in Rhode
Island has entered its Indian
summer and the most plentiful
fins are those of bass, pollock,
mackerel,
flounder
and
bluefish.
In Newport Harbor itself as
well as around Aquidneck
Island there are school bass,
pollock,
tinker/2
pound
mackerel and bluefish.

At Narragansett, there are
bass along the beaches and
4 0 8
rocky shores and good flounder
2 0 4
catches at the mouths of the.
Totals
41 15 97 tidal streams such as Narrow
River. Pollock are plentiful
HOSTON STATE
and codfish are showing up
G F P along the beaches.
Gaspar
16 4 36
The south shore from Pt.
Ross
7 6 20
Lee
7 1 15 Judith to Westerly has cod just
Byrne
5 0 10 off shore and bluefish. Pollock
1 0 2 also are to be taken.
Barriss
Around the Jamestown
2 1 5
Frost
Bridge
area and in the lower
1
0
2
Mason
1 0 1 west bay, a school of bass from
Torres
"small fish to good heavy fish"
40 12 92 are to t -~found.
Totals

10

10
11

13
2
2

69

RIC

G F p
Hart ..........
4 6 14
Gibson ........
1 O 2
1
Mendes ........
O 1
Hines .........
5 5 15
3
McGoff. . . .
.3 2
1
Alford .........
0 1
Moniz .........
1 O 2
Suggs ..........
7 6 20
Jacobson . . . . . . . . O O 0
Totals ........
21 21 63

Reuban Alford 6'5", and Elbert Hines 6'3", are both outstanding sophomores. See Story by Bud Goodwin, P. 12.

"
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Jock Bench

by Jim Gallagher

Matmen

After the first week of the
wrestling season, there appears to be one big problem
which has plagued the AnHere we go with a lot of cheer,
chormen
th us far.
The
to our equipment man Mr. Bill Cayer.
problem is lack of manpower
For anyone whb needs some socks,
because of injuries suffered to
he, like Santa, has much in stock.
.
Dave Brown, Howie Wiener,
Now looking from Coach Baird's point of view.
and Jim Patalano, along with
we see Butch and Jake dump 1na few.
the regular lack of student
With Donnie Suggs and Elbert Hines,
interest, shown by the small
may our cagers enjoy their Christmas times.
number of people out for
wrestling.
As the cross count~y team decorates the tree,
The Anchormen's biggest
we notice Coach Hanlon, Tom Kenwood, and Joe Abbatte.
asset, however, has been
Ray Danforth and John Gallucchi of fame renown,
Richie Di Gennaro, 'sophomore
hope they match skills with Champ Dave Brown.
and graduate
from Mt.
Some more track stars out in the snow,
Pleasant
High
School.
"Di
with Chuck Huot, Glen Noonan, and Mike Quattro.
Ge",
wrestling
at
150
lbs.
has
Of course ~anta never forgets those important,
provided RIC with wins in
like our friendly President Dr. Joseph Kauffman.
their first two meets.
To Frank Tedino anrl Gene Bescetta,
On Thursday, December 7,
may next year's so~eer team do even better!
the Rhode Island College
Dressed like Santas with jolly, fat bellies,
wrestling team faced Emerson
are Doctor and son, Renn Leonellis.
away and came home vicWith presents for all, and food from the table,
torious with a 29-20 win.
let's not forget Dr. Donald Averill.
Providing wins for the AnNow the wrestlers get ready for the season's feast,
chormen
were
Jimmy
may this year'·s team lose the least.
Patalano, Joe Capone, Richie
DiGennaro, Dave Brown, Rich
With Rusty the snowman and Rich DiGennaro,
Duguay and Larry Roberti.
may the number in the loss column always be zero.
Kenny Bolton got the AnTo a beautiful reindeer named Maribeth,
chormen on the scoreboard by
with Joyce St. Germain and Rita Lu-kas.
tying Emerson's Roberts, 4-4.
To the Stenmen with those bells of holly,
Ken
was forced to come from
may Pete Gilmartin keep them jolly.
behind to tie in the third period.
As Christmas joy ends the spirit of menace,
In the second period, Ken
let's not forget our stars in tennis.
suffered an injury and fell
From the mistletoe up.above,
behind, 4-2. A two point
is Art Bently the Champ, winning six-love.
reversal, however, in the last
With Dale Seward and Steve Arden too,
minute prevented an Amerson
may St. Nick bring them something new.
victory.
With all this joy may I, too, honor,
With no ·one to wrestle at 126
the Jewish people at Chanukah.
lbs., the Anchormen were
forced to forfeit to Emerson's
To unorganized sportsmen of ping-pong and pool,
Berman.
these games, too, are pretty cool.
RIC's Jim Patalano's win
John Taylor also I'd better mention,
.
over Quinn proved very costly
for there is none more dedicated to recreation.
to the team, as Jim was injured
For anyone forgotten in this jest,
and
was put out of action for
I'd like to wish you the very best.
two
weeks.
Jim won by a 7-0
To those who like ·sports, and to those who like none,
"MAY GOD BLESS EVERYONE". 1 score.
1
Tiny TIM

Season's

1-1,1972

Greetings

Captain Joe Capone came
through to tie the team score at
eight all. Joe's five points were
enough to outlast his opponent's three.
At 150 lbs., Rich DiGennaro
easily beat Bill Ramirez, 6-1.
The
Anchormen
then
proceeded to get three pins in a
row, with Pete Bannon, Rich
Duguay, and Larry Roberti
combining for the eighteen
team points. Pete Bannon
pinned Augie· Steinfeld at 1: 51
of the second period. Rich
Duguay pinned John Granda at
43 seconds of the second
period. Larry Roberti got his
first pin ever over Phil Sinat at
1: 53 of the second period. RIC
then forfeited the 190 lb. class
to Emerson's Joe Stain.
Dave Brown wrestled at
unlimited but was painfully
injured in the second period.
Emerson's George McGovern
got the win by default. Here
too, an injury proved costly to
the Anchormen as Dave was
not able to wrestle against
Plymouth State and was put
out for a week.
In the Anchormen's first
home meet on Saturday,
December 9, the team lost to
Plymouth State by a score of
32-11.RIC forfeited the 190 lbs.
weight class along with the
unlimited, but it didn't really
matter. Plymouth proved from
the start that their team of
seven freshmen were going to
be tough and with two weight
classes to go had already built
up a strong 20-11 lead.
Freshman,
Mike Kenalt,
Captain Joe Capone and
reliable Rich DiGennaro were
the three wrestlers providing
RIC with all of their points.
Mike Kenalt, a graduate from
Pilgrim High School in War-

wick. wrestled at 134 lbs.
against Hamid Marimadi.
After building up a 13-2 lead,
Mike pinned Hamid at 1: 00 of
the third period. Captain Joe
Capone was forced to settle for
a tie against Wayne Robtoy
after a controversial
call.
Wayne Robtoy's breakaway
with three seconds left in the
match put him in the lead, 3-2.
Joe's one point for riding time,
however, made it 3-3 and gave·
both teams two points. Rich
DiGennaro,
although Just
missing a pin, won easily over
Pete Manso by the score of 11· 2. Richie had two breakaways,
three takedowns, and one nearpin.
Kenny Bolton 118 lbs., Dave
Martin 126 lbs., Rich Duguay
167 lbs., and Pete Bannon 158
lbs. all lost by decision. Ken
Bolton wrestled against Art
Fairweather from Plymouth·
and lost 10-7 with the margin of
victory being a takedown and
reversal in the third period.
Freshman Dave Martin lost to
Charles Hawkins,- with a
reversal late in the third period
being the margin. Pete Bannon
lost 8-3 and Rich Duguay lost 92.

Curt
Simmers
from
Plymouth
pinned
Larry
Roberti at 1: 10 of the first
period in a close match. Larry
controlled the match almost all
the time as he came close fo
pinning Simmers twice. But
when rolling on his back,
Simmers added weight to
Larry's shoulders and thereby
getting the fall.
The matmen's next meet is
the MIT Holiday Tournament
on Wednesday, December 27.
In this meet they will be going
against some of the best
competition in the East.

Hin-es and Alford Sophomore Spark Plugs
Reuben Alford and Elbert
Hines, a pair of sophomores
from Taft High School in the
Bronx, are two basketball
players that will be heard
about aroun(:Jhere for the next
three years.
Reuben is an outgoing,
congenial kid who contributes
to the team mainly through his
rebounding and aggressive
defensive
play.
He has
averaged
about
eleven
rebounds per game thus far
this season.
Rube has recovered from a
knee operation which forced
him to sit out nearly the entire
season la.st year. He is now
ready to play ball. Reuben
surely sets high goals for
himself and the rest of the
team. He would like to get to
the nationals this year. "Even
though this team is young and
kind of inexperienced, we have
the ability to go places," he
added.
So far he is quite unsatisfied
with himself because he has
gotten himself into foul trouble
early in the game. "This puts
too much pressure on Don
(Suggs), he says, he is left

with too much responsibility."
Although Don is having a great
season, Reuben likes to get in
on the action, and being a team
player, wants to contribute
what he can. Reuben refused to
look ahead on the rest of the
·season saying that he prefers
to take each game as it comes,
although he did ref er to the
Boston State victory
as
uplifting psychologically.
Mike Kenalt pins Hamid Marimadi of Plymouth State in the Anchormen's first home meet.

Reuben is a Political Science
major, who enjoys listening to factor in the team's success.
music when he has a free Twenty-nine points in the
,mo-ment. Someday he would , Boston game is an example of
like to attend graduate school why his scoring is important.
and eventually return home to
New York.
Elbert enjoys fashionable
clothes as well as listening to
Elbert Hines would also like music. Music, he says, can
to be a part of a team that help psych a team for a game.
makes the nationals. He says
that the victory over Boston
Elbert is a sociology major
State, even this early in the and would like to become a
season, was a turning point. It social worker. Although he will
was important to recover from -return home in the future, he
the two early season losses. would like to reside somewhere
"The victory got us together to outside his original neighface the rest of the season," he borhood.
said.
He also expressed
his
Being quite frank, he sees disappointment over the fact
that his scoring is an important that the crowds just don't come

to our games. He -says that
crowds can really help a team,
however, the people just don't
support the team at RIC.
Elbert, once again being
candid, says that "basketball
isn't everything and you can't
get anywhere by catching
elbows in a basketball game."
Both of these kids are used to
winning, and they attribute
much of their success to their
high school coach, Don Adams.
We would like to wish both of
them the best of luck in the
upcoming season and would
like to see them continue in
their winning ways.

Claims
They
are

First
Mr. Matthew Ginolffi, center
fielder for the Laural Hill
Social and Athletic Club says
that his softball team this
coming spring will be the best.
Said Matt, "They . ha~e
everything. They are first m
everything! '' His modeS t Y
over individual play showed
when asked about his five
homeruns. "Hey, hey, ~ey,
don't mention it," he rephed.

